CHA NG E AG E NT

Gordon Maron:
Building Financial
Leadership
By Ramona Dzinkowski

W

hat did Gordon Maron, executive vice president of PCL Construction
Holdings Ltd., accomplish to be named Canada’s 2011 CFO of the

Year? As CFO of the PCL group of companies from 2001 to 2011, responsible
for all financial aspects of the group, he took Canada’s largest private
construction company with diverse North American operations in the civil
infrastructure, heavy industry, and building markets into the C$6 billion
revenue range during one of the worst periods in economic history. PCL
employs 3,600 professional and administrative staff and more than 6,000
hourly tradespeople.
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“If you’re never satisfied
with the status quo and
are prepared to grow
along with how the world
is changing, you’ll stay at
the forefront.”
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In this interview for Strategic Finance, Maron shares
his background, career history, thoughts on financial
management strategy, avenues of growth, and what it
takes to go from a good CFO to a great CFO. He credits his certification with helping him achieve his career
success. (Maron is an FCMA, which is a Fellow of
CMA Canada. This honorary designation is awarded to
CMAs (Certified Management Accountants) of CMA
Canada who, through their outstanding achievements,
bring distinction to the management accounting profession and serve as role models for others.) His ability
to anticipate change and to deliver strategic financial
leadership led to his appointment to the PCL board of
directors in 1995 and his promotion to CFO in 2001.
As executive vice president, he has been working with
PCL’s CEO on capital planning, enterprise risk management, and succession planning, part of the company’s vital initiatives.

History and Values
Raised as an Alberta farm boy, Gordon Maron was no
stranger to hard work. His tenure with PCL began
unglamorously in 1966 as a summer student stationed in
the mosquito-infested Canadian north where he loaded
and unloaded manhole covers and 80-pound bags of
cement. “I started in the field in a little place called Hay
River,” he says, “working on a water and sewer job, and I
went back as a repeat while I was getting my undergraduate degree.” Maron knew at that time in the Canadian
construction industry that a university education would
separate him from the rest of the pack.
What separates a good CFO from a great CFO? Maron
says it’s the drive for continuous learning, not only to succeed as the CFO but in any position in his company. PCL is
a wholly employee-owned enterprise, making it unique
around the world, particularly in the industrial construc-

On Financial Management Strategy

tion industry, which is rapidly consolidating globally. The

RD: What was your primary financial strategy

success of this model is training the leaders for the future

between 2009 and 2011, and how did that lead you

and ultimately succession planning. Maron explains: “In

to be named Canada’s CFO of the Year?

order to do this, PCL has created an environment of lead-

GM: The strategy that we’ve employed and that I’ve

used throughout my tenure was to get as much market
intelligence as we could about the delivery methods for
contracts, where the market was going to be, and then
structure the company in such a way as to capitalize on
it. So public-private partnerships (P3) as part of our
world went from zero to a very significant play over a
five- or six-year period, and that meant doing a whole
lot of things with a balance sheet. The other side of it is
recognizing that the economic cycles come and go and
that the only thing you can really count on is the fact
that it’s going to change.

ership. We have our own college of construction where
we teach people about the culture of the organization,
what we’re trying to do, and all the skills people need to
be leaders. Today, we expect people to enter our company
with the technical training they need. It’s like a utility.
When you pick up the phone, you just expect it to work.
So it’s the leadership skills and continuous learning that
we focus on. The type of continuous learning you get as a
CMA is a prime example of what we’re striving for.”
After 40 years with the firm, Maron attributes not only
his longevity and success, but the firm’s as well, to continuous adaptation. “If you’re never satisfied with the status
quo and are prepared to grow along with how the world

RD: You operate all throughout North America.

is changing, you’ll stay at the forefront,” he says. “The

What’s the climate in Canada, where your company

constant over the past 40 years has been to make sure

originated, vs. the United States with respect to the

the company diversified and also make sure that we were

public-private partnership strategy and business

building the intellectual capital for the future. PCL (for-

model?

merly Poole Construction Ltd.) has transformed from a

GM: The Canadian marketplace became active in

public-private partnerships starting in the late 1990s,
early 2000s, and by the time we got into the economic
downturn that delivery model was well-entrenched. So
lots of activity in what I’m going to call social infrastructure. The Canadian marketplace is strong in healthcare—
I think we’ve got more than half a dozen P3 hospitals and
health centers still under contract.
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small, family-owned construction start-up in 1906 to
Canada’s largest, and one of North America’s largest, civil
and heavy industry conglomerates, employee owned and
headquartered in Edmonton, Alberta. Just four decades
ago, when I started my first job with PCL hauling concrete
in the Northwest Territories, we did C$60 million in sales.
Now we’re doing 100 times that. It’s been a wild run.”

PCL Group of Companies

On Prospects for Growth
RD: With so much concern over government deficits
in the U.S., how do you see this affecting your

Founded 1906: By Ernest Poole in Stoughton,

industry?

Saskatchewan, Canada

GM: Well, again, with respect to public-private partnerships, there’s a big issue of where the funding is going
to come from and whether this business model or some
other funding mechanism is going to play a role in the
U.S. vs. the traditional government spend. If publicprivate partnerships are going to go on, you’re going to
see long-term leases or leasebacks of roadways and interchanges and things like that. So it’s really dealing with
time to market and the capital expenditure to get that up
and running so that governments that are really strapped
don’t have to lay the capital out and go to debt financing
for everything. The reverse side of that is you still need a
good enough credit rating in order to go to the private
sector and sell bonds and things like that to deliver the
project. Many of the state governments are now trying to
change legislation to allow for public-private partnerships
since many of them had laws that absolutely prevented
that from happening.

Incorporated 1913: Poole’s Construction Company
Great Depression 1935: PCL stayed afloat during
the worst economic downturn of the 20th century by
starting the reconstruction of the TransCanada Highway, the highway from the Alberta foothills to Banff
National Park.
War in Europe: Poole builds military facilities
between 1939 and 1945 in Alberta, British Columbia,
and Saskatchewan.
Enters U.S. market 1975: Opens a new office in
Denver, Colo., also site of U.S. head office today.
Achieves construction volume of C$136 million, making Poole the largest general contractor in Canada at
the time.
Company sold 1977: Brothers John and George
Poole sell Poole Construction Limited to employees,
signaling the start of employee ownership. Company
name change to PCL Construction Limited.
Revenue 1982: Tops C$1 billion.
Enters U.S. heavy civil market 1986: Bridge in
Florida and concrete paving in Arizona.
BCE Place 1987: Starts construction of the
2.5 million-square-foot twin-tower city landmark
in Toronto.
Great-West Life Assurance Company 1990: Sells
its 15% ownership in PCL to employees. Now company 100% employee owned.
Starts construction 1991: C$6.3 billion Hibernia
project involving the construction of a 4,000-tonne
wellhead and 38,000-tonne oil rig off the shore of

RD: Where else to do you see possible growth for
your company beyond government spending on
infrastructure?
GM: With oil at the price it is, there’s still an energy
business in the U.S. If you go to southern California or
you go into the Dakotas, that energy business is alive and
well. There are still some refining upgrades and things
like that on the Gulf Coast, so that part appears relatively
good. And over on the electrical side there’s still a need to
take old coal-fire units out of production and replace
them with something. There’s a lot of discussion about
whether that’s going to be nuclear or natural gas. But in
that market, while I think the long-term prospects are
pretty good, there’s also a lot of competition. I guess the
other piece that [was] bringing 2011 back stronger is
commodities—energy and potash in particular—and the
western Canadian market is really strong.

Newfoundland.
RD: We know that most of the rapid infrastructure
PCL Group of Companies 2001-2011: Expansion in

growth internationally is in the emerging markets,

U.S. through several acquisitions. Company com-

the BRIC [Brazil, Russia, India, and China] countries

posed of independent operating companies in 25

more specifically. What’s your view on emerging mar-

locations in Canada, the United States, and the

kets as a North American contractor?

Bahamas. Employs 3,600 professional and administra-

GM: Our strategy is not to do something that other
countries do very well. The real issue as a service provider
is “What do you take to the emerging market?” Take

tive staff and more than 6,000 hourly tradespeople.
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China, for example; the amount and scope of building
that’s going on is absolutely mind-boggling. You’ve got to
figure out as an outsider what you could take there. The
other thing is that you’ve got to live within your own
skin. You’ve got to be able to manage and grow in a controlled fashion. To take off where you’ve got a legal barrier, a language barrier, and a whole bunch of other things
would put us well beyond a comfort zone. One of the
neat things that’s going on with the emerging markets is
that there’s a shift going on. The emerging markets have
now developed enough that they are looking for more—
they’re looking for brand and quality. The North American manufacturers have got an edge so that there’s a
reverse flow going on. For the previous eight or 10 years,
all manufacturing was going offshore. Now manufacturing is growing in North America to export offshore. With
the lower dollar in the U.S. and high productivity, all of a
sudden the American products look very competitive and
valuable on the world scale.

On Being a Great CFO
RD: In your view, what does it take to be a great CFO
in this environment?
GM: It’s not so much what makes a great CFO in

today’s economy, but simply what makes a great CFO.
You’ve got to be ahead of the game, you’ve got to be
thinking and positioning the organization for two things:
Number one—to take advantage of opportunities—and
number two—to make sure you’ve got the disciplines and
the processes in place so that you can react to a downturn. I think that’s universal.
RD: What sort of unique skill set did your management accounting designation bring to your role as
CFO?
GM: I think at the end of the day it’s the continual

learning that has to go on. Also, from the management
accounting side of it, the strength was that it took the
technical accounting skills and bridged them into the
operations side of business.

RD: You touched on healthcare in Canada being a
source of revenue. With the new healthcare reform in
the U.S., do you see this being a growing market for

years, and you’ve seen the world change in many

your company?

ways. Technology, globalization, basically every-

GM: There’s some potential for it, but it’s still a private
delivery channel. We don’t see the huge hospitals and
things like that coming out. Private companies are building their own health centers, and we’ve been working on
that for some period of time. That’s a market segment
that takes a long time to get a track record in.

thing has turned on its head. What has been the

RD: What has been the biggest challenge to your
financial management strategy over the last year or
two and going forward?
GM: I wouldn’t say there’s been a huge challenge, but
we had to continue to make sure we were capitalized
properly. There’ve been some issues around contract collateral and contract security, and things like that drove
different banking relationships. The other piece of it is
being prepared for a downturn and knowing that it’s
going to happen. When the financial crisis hit, people
took for granted that certain things would always have
value. For example, if you think you’ve got a letter of
credit that’s cashable for contract security with a triple A
bank or a double A bank and find out that all you’re
holding is a certificate, that’s a bit of a shock. From a
strategy and a policy perspective, part of running a good
company is just making sure that you don’t get lax in
good times.
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major change that you’ve seen in finance and the
types of people now entering companies as financial managers?
GM: The skill sets that are coming out, the confidence, and the professionalism are unbelievably more
advanced. I think this has just happened to business in
general as competition came and businesses grew. You
have to raise the bar, and I see that every time I turn
around. On the finance side, absolutely. When I first
started, we had one professional designated accountant in the company. The rest of the company was run
with clerical people that had grown up and learned
one from the other. Even when I got my CMA and
forerunner, the RIA (Registered Industrial Accountant) designation, we only had three or maybe four
accountants in the whole organization. Now the
entry-level positions we’re looking for absolutely have
to have a degree and a strong push for continuous
education. SF
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